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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES: 
 
 Answer all the questions 
 Question papers must be handed in. 
 This is a closed book assessment. 
 Read the questions carefully and answer only what is asked. 
 Number your answers clearly. 
 Write neatly and legibly   
 Structure your answers by using appropriate headings and sub-
headings. 
 The general University of Johannesburg policies, procedures and rules 
pertaining to written assessments apply to this assessment.    
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QUESTION 1        [27 MARKS] 
WAS Distributors send supplies from two regional warehouses (W1 and W2) to its 
seven stores.  As a result of the fuel price increase the third-party distributor used by 
WAS has forwarded them a new distribution rate schedule for the following month 
(month 6): 
 
WAREHOUSE 
TRANSPORTATION RATE TO STORES (Rand/ton) 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
W1 
W2 
2 
5 
3 
4 
8 
9 
6 
7 
11 
10 
13 
7 
11 
14 
 
WAS needs to know the volumes to be transported from each warehouse to the 
different stores to minimize transportation cost.  The warehouses have the following 
capacity constraints: 
 
WAREHOUSE CAPACITY (tons) 
W1 
W2 
500 
1 000 
 
WAS is uncertain of the demand requirements at the stores for the following month 
(month 6).  However, they have the following demand history for the past 5 months of 
the stores available: 
 
 
MONTH 
MONTHLY DEMAND (tons) 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
45 
48 
51 
50 
49 
56 
55 
58 
62 
60 
111 
108 
105 
110 
115 
223 
220 
219 
220 
221 
306 
312 
310 
309 
311 
174 
172 
175 
170 
165 
229 
227 
229 
230 
231 
 
Use this information to formulate a linear programming model that would enable WAS 
to minimise transport cost.  (Do not solve the problem). 
 
Hint: Use a three-month moving average to forecast demand in month 6. 
 
QUESTION 2        [24 MARKS] 
The owner of Black Angus Ranch in Bethal is trying to determine the correct mix of two 
types of beef feed, which cost 50 cents and 75 cents per kg respectively.  Four 
essential ingredients are contained in the feed, as shown in the table below, which also 
shows the minimum daily requirement of each ingredient: 
 
 
Ingredient 
Percent per kg of feed Minimum daily 
requirements (kg) Feed A Feed B 
1 
2 
3 
4 
20 
30 
- 
10 
25 
10 
30 
20 
30 
50 
20 
40 
 
Find the least cost daily blend for the ranch.  Solve it graphically. 
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QUESTION 3        [19 MARKS] 
Use graphical illustrations to explain the following linear programming aspects: 
a) Infeasible problem                    (8) 
b) Unbounded problem                   (8) 
c) Consider the following Excel Solver sensitivity report: 
  
 
 
What is the optimal solution to this problem?      (3) 
 
QUESTION 4        [22 MARKS] 
Quantitative forecasting is widespread in business today and various functions of 
business require forecasts to operate more efficiently. 
a) From a supply chain perspective future customer demand is important. Demand 
(sales) can be classified as a time series and as such, includes various 
components.  Discuss these components.           (8) 
b) Various forecasting techniques are available.  Discuss the important aspects 
that need to be considered when selecting a forecast technique.  In addition, 
discuss the characteristics of forecasting techniques.        (14) 
 
QUESTION 5        [27 MARKS] 
The demand for product A is dependent on three variables x1, x2 and x3 to different 
degrees.  The table below contains the demand, as well as the associated information 
for these variables for 6 months. 
 
Month Demand  x1  x2  x3 
1  36   9  5  2 
2  44   10  9  13   
3  48   13  12  18 
4  63   15  19  15 
5  70   18  21  17 
6  45   13  17  24 
 
a) Forecast the demand for month 7 using a 3-month moving average.   (2) 
b) Forecast the demand for month 7 using a 3-month weighted moving average.  
(Use weights of 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 from the most recent month).    (2) 
c) Forecast the demand for month 7 using exponential smoothing ( = 0.4).  (3) 
Variable Cells
Final Reduced Objective Allowable Allowable
Cell Name Value Cost Coefficient Increase Decrease
$A$2 x 30 0 6 1E+30 4
$B$2 y 10.6 0 2 4 2
Constraints
Final Shadow Constraint Allowable Allowable
Cell Name Value Price R.H. Side Increase Decrease
$C$5 Wood 429 0 450 1E+30 21
$C$6 Labour 20.3 4 20.3 0.7 5.3
$C$7 Space 10.6 0 20 1E+30 9.4
$C$8 Customer 30 4 30 10.6 3.5
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d) The correlation coefficient between demand and x1 is 0.95, between demand and 
x2 it is 0.88 and between demand and x3 it is 0.39.  Use linear regression to 
forecast the demand in month 7 (month 7 values: x1 = 15, x2 = 18, x3 = 22) by 
selecting the appropriate variable.  Give reasons for your choice of variable.   (7) 
e) Which of these techniques result in the most accurate forecast for month 7? (13) 
 
QUESTION 6        [15 MARKS] 
Extra Department Store faces a buying decision for a seasonal product for which 
demand can be high, medium and low.  The purchaser at Extra can order 1, 2 or 3 lots 
of the product before the season begins, but cannot reorder later.  Profit projections 
(R1000) are as follows: 
 
 
Order size 
Demand 
High Medium Low 
Order 1 lot 
Order 2 lots 
Order 3 lots 
65 
85 
100 
60 
80 
70 
50 
30 
10 
 
The marketing manager has indicated that the following probabilities can be assigned 
to the future demand conditions: 
 
 High   0.3 
 Medium 0.3 
 Low 0.4  
 
Determine the optimal decision using the maximax, maximin, minimax regret, Hurwicz 
( = 0.3) and equal likelihood decision criteria.   
 
QUESTION 7        [46 MARKS] 
a) Simulation models are mathematical models used for replicating real-world 
problems, but does not provide an optimal solution.  Discuss the other 
limitations of simulation.          (8) 
b) Despite its limitations, simulation is applied widely in business.  Discuss the 
areas of application of simulation.       (14) 
c) Ace is a retailer that distributes various products.  However, Ace is particularly 
concerned with the inventory and transport cost of the gadget.  The gross profit 
on each gadget is R50.  Ace wants to minimize total costs (inventory carrying, 
stockout and transport costs) in order to maximize the profit associated with the 
gadget.   
 
To this end Ace decided to investigate a specific inventory policy based on 
monthly demand and the associated least transport cost. The following 
inventory policy information is available and should be investigated: 
 
Inventory policy  
Ace receives monthly deliveries (80 units) from the supplier at the beginning of 
each month.  Inventory carrying cost is R15 per gadget and a cost of R30 for a 
stockout is assigned.  Starting stock = 0 gadgets. 
 
Ace has gathered the demand information for the past 20 months: 
120  70  100  90  80  110  100  90  70  80  
100  90  110  80  100  110  80  90  100  90  
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The supplier normally charges a transport rate of R5/gadget.  Use this 
information for five weeks to calculate the average weekly profit.                (24) 
 
 
ooooooooOoooooooo 
 
 
ANNEXURE 
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Random Numbers  
0.104102 
0.571916 
0.003166 
0.299742 
0.976173 
 
 
